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Abstract—In this work, we present and evaluate an interactive
simulation of 3D particles conducted by the Leap Motion, for
an orchestral arrangement. A real-time visual feedback during
gesture entry is generated for the conductor and the audience,
through a set of particle emitters displayed on the screen and
the path traced by the captured gesture. We use two types
of data input: the captured left and right hand conducting
gestures (some universal movements, such as the beat patterns
for the most common time signatures, the indication of a specific
section of the orchestra, and the cutoff gestures), which are
responsible for setting the tempo and dynamics of the orchestra;
and a MIDI file, which contains information about the score of
an orchestral arrangement, defining which notes each musical
instrument should play. As regards the gestural input of the
conductor, we have considered two musical elements of expres-
sion: tempo and dynamics. Besides performing functional testing,
we analyzed the simulation results focusing on the occurrence of
false positives, false negatives, positional deviations and latency.
Moreover, a professional conductor evaluated our system and
provided qualitative feedback about it.
Keywords – Gestural Interaction, 3D Particles, Orches-
tral Arrangement, Visualization, Performance Analysis,
Evaluation, Leap Motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of motion tracking technologies has allowed
for the development of new and innovative human-computer
interfaces that help to improve user experience, bringing new
possibilities of computer applications that fit more accurately
to their real-life counterparts.
In spite of the vast amount of existing work, traditionally
based on techniques of Computer Vision, gestural recognition
of hands and fingers is still far from satisfactory in real-
life applications [22], mainly because most of the algorithms
are dependent on ambient lighting. Recently, this problem
was solved using new devices that have infrared cameras,
like the Leap Motion Controller [6]. These devices also offer
features for image segmentation (due to their depth sensors),
enabling the development of interactive, gesture-controlled
applications at a considerably lower cost, without degrading
accuracy (or resolution) [10]. The Leap Motion sensor also
offers additional advantages: it is a small device, easy to set
up, very precise, and does not suffer significant performance
loss due to problems resulting from occlusion, thus making
tracking technology more accessible to the average consumer.
Gestural interfaces have already proved to be an essential
component for interactive applications, with great potential to
provide an experience in virtual reality which more closely
resembles that of the real world [15]. They have provided
highly significant technological advances in terms of robust-
ness, speed and tracking precision. More specifically, the
tracking process is done by sensors that extract and recognize
gestural patterns via inputs of the data stream type. This
process has been described as a complex task due to the
discontinuities of the captured coordinates. Consequently, the
design success of an application of this kind lies in the way the
gesture recognizer’s state changes over time, correlating this
information to the system requirements and client feedback
[21].
Currently, interactive virtual applications with gestural con-
trol have gained visibility, improving the way people interact
with computers [25]. In the musical area, the Leap Motion
Controller has opened up new possibilities for mapping ges-
tural controls for musical expression, performed by the human
hand [12].
Despite the benefits generated with the use of these devices,
the correct identification of the user’s gestures is still challeng-
ing: the same gesture can be done at different time intervals
and represented in many forms and styles, varying from person
to person [13]. Basically, these issues are associated with
handling gestures (free trajectories, which often require con-
tinuous feedback with difficulties related to efficient tracking
of a particular member, such as the user’s hand); and command
gestures (predefined trajectories with issues related to pattern
matching) [2]. The identification of a gesture begins with
tracking the member of interest, followed by the treatment
and processing of the captured data. Usually, this procedure is
done by Support Vector Machines (SVM) [1], associated with
the training of neural networks for the identification of gestural
patterns, there being several variations of this approach [20],
[3]. However, the use of a SVM is part of a complex process,
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with a high learning curve.
The challenges regarding the visualization of a musical
structure reside in the quality of the captured input gesture
data and of the graphical design representation for the musical
piece. The visual feedback provides concrete information
about the ways in which the user can control the application
through gestures and how effective is this control. However,
neither the potential to display the musical structure of a
piece and its visual elements [17], nor different forms of
orchestral conduction via gestural interface (in which a set
of musical instruments is organized into sections) have been
fully explored. In the past, several initiatives focused on virtual
forms of conducting using the computer, but they were not
promising concerning the level of user satisfaction or the
quality of the perceived user experience.
We present and evaluate an interactive simulation of 3D
particles conducted by the Leap Motion, for an orchestral
arrangement. A real-time visual feedback during gesture entry
is generated for the conductor and the audience, through a set
of particle emitters displayed on the screen representing the
sections of an orchestra, and the path traced by the captured
gesture. This work extends previous publication [9], adding
new functionalities for the identification of gestures, increasing
the possibilities of interaction between the conductor and
the system using the left hand to provide specific cues and
dynamics; and both hands to do cutoffs on the orchestral
performance. We also mapped a new musical variable, i.e.,
transparency, to the particle’s visual attribute with the aim of
representing the strength of each beat on a measure, according
to the executed beat pattern. Differently from [9], the trajectory
of the conductor’s gesture is currently displayed using a
Catmull-Rom spline [5] to represent visually the fluidity of
the executed musical movements in a better way. Additionally,
we have also performed testings focused on new compound
time signatures to analyze how the three beat patterns (binary,
ternary, and quaternary) behave in a more complex conducting
experience, considering that each beat of a measure is divided
into three equal parts, which means that each movement of a
gesture has a triple beat instead of just one (as occur in the
simple time signatures). Moreover, a professional conductor
was invited to evaluate and to provide qualitative feedback
about our system.
Basically, our system aims to facilitate the understanding
of musical compositions for an ensemble of instruments,
while emphasizing the importance of the conductor for a
performance of a musical piece, through the visual mapping of
abstract sound elements (timbre or tone color, volume or sound
intensity, and pitch), conducting patterns and music notation
scores. We use two types of input data: the conductor’s
captured gestures (some universal movements, such as the beat
patterns for the most common time signatures, the indication
of a specific section of the orchestra, and the cutoff gestures);
and a MIDI file containing information about the score of an
orchestral arrangement (in this work, for the song Bohemian
Rhapsody by Queen). Regarding the conductor’s gestural in-
put, we have considered two elements of musical expression:
tempo and dynamics. Besides performing functional testing,
we analyzed the simulation results focusing on positional
deviations, latency, and the occurrence of false positives and
false negatives with regard to the beat patterns performed with
the right hand, and also the selection of a specific section of
the orchestra with the left hand.
II. RELATED WORK
Gestural interfaces depend on the computer to identify a
pattern in space for recognizing human body movements,
such as of the user’s fingers, hands or whole body, and for
translating these movements into specific actions, as part of
the software component interface of the application [15]. Once
captured, the sequence of gestures must be analyzed in real
time using specific algorithms to determine when a particular
movement has occurred and to which pattern class it belongs.
So far, visual gesture feedback has not been widely ex-
plored, especially the continuous type [14]. Some techniques
subdivide a gesture into several less complex ordered sub-
gestures [18], as an attempt to solve this problem. The process
is divided into the following two steps: identification and
pattern matching of the sub-gestures. If there is a similarity
between the captured and the stored sub-gestures, they are
considered as successfully identified. A downside of this
approach is that the success rate in identifying gestures is
directly dependable on the quality obtained in the system
training phase.
The Leap Motion Controller provides a non-invasive method
of independently tracking the captured data, related to the
user’s hands and fingers. Before the launch of this device in
mid-2013, no other commercial sensor offered this level of
precision [12].
To the best of authors’ knowledge, the most popular
application for gestural control of music software is Geco
[4]. Basically, MIDI messages (sound effects of mixing and
volume) are mapped through a gestural interface, limited only
to commands using closed or opened hands. Besides being
commercial, another disadvantage of this software relates to
the control of musical parameters, which is not done through
continuous tracking of the hands and fingers.
Some very recent published works in the musical area using
the Leap Motion for isolated control of digital instruments,
commonly the piano, have been proposed [17], [12], [11],
[24]. For instance, in [24], the Leap Motion device is used
in conjunction with a “glass board”, containing markings of a
piano’s keyboard made with ink. The results show that when
performing movements with greater speed, false positives and
negatives are generated. In [11], the Leap Motion is used as an
electronic music mixer in real time. The gestures are activated
to generate several equalizer effects. The gestural control of
sets of virtual musical instruments in an orchestra, arranged
together and/or in an independent form, is indeed an even more
challenging and complex problem.
We believe that initiatives like these, can contribute to the
creation of a computer support tool in conducting, since a lot
of practice time is required to be a conductor. Besides, it is
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almost impossible to gather more than 200 orchestra members
for daily practice. To learn about tempo, instrumentation, and
melody line, conducting students using MP3 files usually
practice with music whose speed is unchangeable. In addition,
as much as possible, they study with pianos to make up
for what they lack in live music practice, having to quickly
translate the full score of the orchestra to the piano music.
Therefore, the conductor cannot expect to have a high quality
level of interaction with an orchestra in a short time, as one
would expect with an individual musical instrument.
III. THE LEAP MOTION DEVICE
The Leap Motion Controller (Figure 1) is a compact device
developed by Leap Motion for gestural control [7]. It is
portable and has a brushed aluminum body with a black glass
on its top surface that hides two CMOS sensors and three
infrared LEDs, which work together to track hands and fingers
in interactive applications. The positions of the hands and
fingertips are detected in coordinates relative to the center of
the controller, taking as reference, the right-handed coordinate
system. Several gestures can be natively identified by the Leap
Motion. Another positive feature is its affordability. It costs
approximately US$ 80, which collaborates to its popularity.
Fig. 1: The Leap Motion device.
The computer control is done using its three emitters and
two infrared cameras, at a frequency of 290 frames per
second. The Leap Motion captures gestural information, and
also identifies the main hand joints. In comparison with other
devices for gestural identification, currently available in the
market, such as Kinect, Playstation Move, Nintendo Wii, etc.,
the Leap Motion Controller has an advantage, since it is the
only device able to identify a native core set of gestures.
However, it does not capture sound or color images. According
to the manufacturer, the sensors accuracy for position detection
is approximately of 0.1mm.
The Leap Motion’s field of view has a format similar to an
inverted pyramid, whose lower area length measures 25mm
and the top one 600mm, with 150o of field of view, as shown
in (a) of Figure 2. The gestural tracking precision is inversely
proportional to the distance between the device and the user’s
hands. Consequently, for accurate identification of the hands,
ideally, it is expected that they are positioned at a height which
varies between 10 to 20cm, with the Leap Motion positioned
between the keyboard and the user, as shown in (b) of Figure 2.
It is also important to ensure that the device’s lens are spotless,
as these can directly influence the performance, and that the
actions are performed within the device’s field of view.
The Leap Motion SDK (available for C++, Java, Objective-
C, C#, Python, Javascript, etc.) can be used to develop appli-
cations that exploit the capabilities of this device, compatible
with Windows and OS X operating systems. Currently, it
provides high-level functions, such as [23]: (1) detection of
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: In (a), the Leap Motion’s sensor area; and, in (b), the
Leap Motion positioned between the keyboard and the user.
the hands and their positions in space, according to the field of
view; (2) hands’ orientation and palm-bending; (3) geometric
transformations, such as, scale, rotation and translation, from
the hands’ movement; and (4) 3D orientation and individual
positioning of the fingers, as well as normalized 2D positions
in the screen space.
Obviously, the change of habit in using a new input device
causes new challenges, which are followed by an adaptation
phase. This would be no different with the Leap Motion,
stimulating a new learning curve. The device also presents
a small limitation related to its hardware: movements that
cause the overlapping of fingers, for instance, an upright pincer
movement, are difficult to be recognized requiring the user to
get adapted to this limitation and, whenever possible, to avoid
this type of gesture.
IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Description
Just as athletes practice thousands of times before compet-
ing, conductors must also practice conducting the basic pat-
terns, and much of it without conducting a choir or orchestra.
One must practice until the patterns become automatic as well
as easily conducted with metric accuracy, while also possibly
doing something else. The ability to reproduce the patterns
physically is easily within the grasp of any average person with
normal coordination. Interpretation of the music, however, lies
far beyond the mere reproduction of the beat patterns. A good
technique is of value only to those who study and understand
the musical score, who establish a good rapport with their
ensemble, and are able to transmit the ultimate beauty of music
with sensitivity.
In real life, with the movements of the right hand, the
conductor sets the beat for the musicians and the tempo with
which the musical piece has to be performed. Otherwise,
each musician would play their respective musical instrument
in their own way. As the conducting itself is transmitted
essentially by the hands, usually, the right hand marks the
beats through a set of patterned gestures, while the left one
indicates the entries and dynamic, always seeking to obtain a
colorful rich sound during the performance of a musical piece.
Thus, in the context of this work, conducting is the art
of transmitting to a set of virtual particles emitters, a rhyth-
mic and expressive content of an orchestral arrangement of
the musical piece Bohemian Rhapsody, by Queen. We have
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implemented three different functionalities to simulate the
experience of orchestral conducting.
More specifically, the first one focuses on the right hand,
the conductor’s main tool to indicate the beats, where three of
the most fundamental patterns in Western Music, the two-beat,
three-beat, and four-beat are recognized. The beat is similar
to the “pulse” of the music, with logical divisions.
The second functionality focuses on the conductor’s left
hand. Since the left hand is basically free from time-beating
chores, it can be used for cueing, to indicate dynamics and
style to a specific section of the orchestra. Cueing refers to
the numerous times a conductor needs to indicate important
entrances (while the music is in progress) or important parts
that need to be emphasized. One of the utmost importance to
a conductor is the practice of giving cues, so that the two arms
operate independently of each other. The beat pattern with the
right hand must continue unhindered as the left hand executes
an entirely different type of function.
The third functionally is the cutoff, the conductor’s gesture
to indicate that the musicians should stop producing sound,
which is performed with both hands. Many musical pieces
end with a fermata, a held note, and it’s up to the conductor
to define the release or cutoff after the hold. For the conductor,
the cutoff indicates a sense of finality, whether it is the last
beat of the piece or a beat that needs a clearly defined cut
during the performance.
A visual and gestural feedback is generated for the con-
ductor and the audience, through the display of a set of 3D
particle emitters and the gestures trajectory captured with the
Leap Motion (Figure 3). There are two types of input data into
our system: the conductor’s gestural capture, responsible for
setting the tempo and the orchestral dynamics; and a MIDI
file, that defines which sounds each instrument must play.
Regarding the conductor’s gestural input, we consider two
Fig. 3: Illustrative example of a user using the Leap Motion
Controller to conduct the particle emitters, in an orchestral
arrangement modeled for this work.
musical elements of expression: tempo and dynamics. The
timing of the beats of a song is typically indicated with the
right hand of the ruler. Hand draws a shape in the air for each
measure depending on the time signature, by indicating each
beat through the change of movement in different directions.
Thus, the speed with which the ruler performs the movements
of each beat pattern implies the execution speed of music and
computer animation.
The dynamics of a musical performance is commonly asso-
ciated with the amplitude of the conducting gesture, in which
larger and wider shapes represent stronger sounds. Thus, when
the conductor performs a broader movement than expected, the
music volume increases and so does the particle size in our
application.
We also mapped three sound variables as visual elements
of the particles: timbre, volume and pitch. We modeled the
timbre, also known as tone quality, as a particle emitter.
It represents the sound quality, indicating which instrument
performs a specific sound. For each family (or subdivision
of instruments of the same family), a group of emitters was
generated and positioned in accordance with the standard
distribution of instruments in the seating arrangement for an
orchestra. We mapped the volume or loudness, as the size of
the particles, which is a sound quality indicating the strength
with which a sound is executed. In our work, more intense
sounds imply growth within the sphere representing a particle.
Finally, we mapped the pitch, which indicates what is the
musical note of a sound, to set the particle colors of each
emitters’ set of the same family (or subdivision). Figure 4
shows the arrangement of the mapping we defined to the
particle emitters distributed in sections of an orchestra.
The most basic function of the conductor is keeping the
whole orchestra coordinated, so that all musicians start and
stop playing at the right times. The key to this is to express the
beat of the music through hand gestures, but even simple beat
patterns are not always easy to follow. Since the musician’s
perception of the beats within the conductor’s gestures is
crucial for a well executed musical piece, it became necessary
to take into account a more appropriate form of visually
representing these beat patterns, while also trying to identify
and better understand the main difficulties in recognizing the
correct time of a beat within certain conducting gestures. Many
conductors’ manuals suggest that the beat is indicated when
the conductor’s motion changes direction, while the hand is
moving at the highest speed. However, basic laws of Physics
would suggest that a direction-change is accompanied by low
speed. In our solution, we considered the following: if a
conductor’s motion actually traces a wide loop, consequently,
it does not have to change speed as it changes direction.
Studies have shown [16] that the arc width created by the
conductor’s movement does not impact on the perceived beats,
but the velocity and acceleration along the motion path of the
conductor’s hand do. We used Catmull-Rom splines [5] to
represent visually the gestures trajectory, that is, the specified
curves will pass through all of the control points captured by
the Leap Motion Controller.
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Fig. 4: Orchestral seating arrangement and distribution of
section/instruments: string in shades of green (3 first Violins,
3 second Violins, 3 Violas, and 3 Cellos), brass in yellow (4
Horns), and woods in orange (2 Clarinets).
B. Gesture Recognition Regions
In this work, the interaction with the orchestral instruments
is performed through gestures made with the right hand, and/or
the left hand.
For the right hand, we have implemented three specific con-
ducting gestures for music interpretation: two-beat or binary,
three-beat or ternary, and four-beat or quaternary [8]. Thus, we
map the identification area of the conducting gestures captured
by the Leap Motion in the form of 10 regions, as shown in
Figure 5.
Fig. 5: Regions of gesture recognition: (C, T) = (Center, Top);
(L, M) = (Left, Middle); (C, M) = (Center, Middle); (R, M)
= (Right, Middle); (L, B) = (Left, Bottom); (C, B) = (Center,
Bottom); (R, B) = (Right, Bottom); (L, VB) = (Left, Very
Bottom); (C, VB) = (Center, Very Bottom); (R, VB) = (Right,
Very Bottom).
After mapping the recognition area, the region in which the
right hand of the user is positioned is identified. While per-
forming the gestures, the right hand moves around several of
the mapped regions. Due to the fact that the hand movements
are tracked continuously by the Leap Motion device, each
region where the hand dynamically passes through is stored
in our implementation as a component of an ArrayList. The
system only starts recording the hand positions when it leaves
the region (C, T). As soon as the hand returns to the region (C,
T), the gesture is identified, since all the modeled conducting
gestures begin and end in this particular region. The next
step is to traverse the array, searching for the sequence of
regions that are compatible with one of the three well-known
conducting gestures: binary, ternary and quaternary, shown in
Figures 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
In particular, all the three modeled gestures have two
positional characteristics in common: they start in the region
(C, T) towards the region (C, M), and end in the region (R,
B) or (R, M), towards the region (C, B).
The gesture recognition process is done as follows. As
regards the binary gesture, we divided the device’s field of
view into 9 regions through which the right hand of the
user should pass consecutively (Figure 6). With regard to the
ternary and quaternary gestures, we used 8 and 11 regions, as
shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
Due to the complexity of the quaternary gesture, it may be
possible that areas located beyond the specified pattern list that
represents this gesture are included in the array during hand’s
movement, therefore, adding some sort of noise that must be
excluded from the data structure.
For the left hand, to simulate the conductor selecting a
specific group of instruments, the conductor hand must be
placed in a neutral position, and then moved towards a
particular direction. Each direction to which the conductor
points at is mapped to a different section of the orchestra.
To identify the gesture of pushing the left hand in a
certain direction, we used a vector-based approach towards the
identification. The user positions the hand in a neutral position
which is represented by the vector < 0, 0, 0 >. From the point
Fig. 6: Sequential positions of the user’s hand, tracked by the
Leap Motion: (1-C, T), (2-C,M), (3-C, B), (4-C, VB), (5-R,
VB), (6-R, B), (7-C, B), (8-C, M) e (9-C,T).
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Fig. 7: Sequential positions of the user’s hand, tracked by the
Leap Motion: (1-C, T), (2-C, M), (3-C, B), (4-C, VB), (5-R,
VB), (6-R, M), (7-C, M) e (8-C, T).
Fig. 8: Sequential positions of the user’s hand, tracked by the
Leap Motion: (1-C, T), (2-C, M), (3-C, B), (4-C, VB), (5-
L, VB), (6-L, B), (7-C, B), (8-R, VB), (9-R, B), (10-C, M),
(11-C, T).
of view of the user, this point is located on the upper left
corner. The user should then push his/her hand until a distance
of 4cm is found between the neutral position and the actual
desired position. When this occurs, we consider the current
position as the final position and create a vector representing
this movement from the neutral position to the final one. We
created the following six vectors < −1,−1, 1 >,< 0,−1, 1 >
,< 1,−1, 1 >,< −1, 1, 1 >,< 0, 1, 1 >,< 1, 1, 1 > to
represent the possible movement directions of the left hand,
as shown in Figure 9. The angles between the vector that
represents motion and those that represent the instrument
groups are calculated. The lowest measured angle indicates
which set of instruments has been selected.
To represent the conductor’s cutoff gesture, both hands must
be closed. As previously mentioned, the Leap Motion SDK
provides several gestures that can be natively identified, such
as counting how many fingers are visible on a hand. Thus,
making necessary just to verify if there are no visible fingers
on both hands. In real life, a conductor can give a cutoff
using either or both hands. Our implemented solution tests
both hands to avoid false positives, while giving a cue with
the left hand or gesturing a beat pattern with the right one.
Fig. 9: Possible movement directions of the left hand: L,T (left,
top), L,B (left, bottom), C,T (center,top), C,B (center,bottom),
R,T (right,top), R,B (right,bottom).
C. Implementation Details
For the development of the application, Java language was
used due to its compatibility with some libraries available
for the Leap Motion. To access the information provided
by the device, we used the Leap Motion SDK v1.2 [7],
which provides the information captured by the Leap Motion
in a simple, objective and well documented manner, which
facilitates software development and minimizes the need of
implementing intermediate layers.
The user interface has been adapted to the screen resolution,
in such a way as to map the coordinates of the Leap Motion
Controller (mm), in screen coordinates (pixels). Since the
Leap Motion device has a high hand tracking precision, it was
necessary to perform a calibration adjustment in tracking. To
reduce sampling rate (the number of data points captured), we
used as reference the resting hand, so as not to generate large
variations in time. Otherwise, it would be necessary to treat a
redundant and unrepresentative number of positions.
Java was also used for the recognition of gestures performed
in the device’s field of view. The Leap Motion Controller
captures a frame, at any given point in time. Our application
accesses this data via the Leap Motion API. In particular, a
LeapHand type object contains an identifier, properties that
represent the physical characteristics of the hand, including
its position in the Cartesian plane, which is the most relevant
information for the identification of gestures.
The interaction between the system components is shown
in Figure 10. As input, the system receives two types of
information: gestural controls captured with the Leap Motion
and MIDI files. Its three structural components are Java
Virtual Machine (JVM), Leap Motion SDK and OpenGL, all
three currently accessible through the major existing operating
systems. The core of the system consists of four components
that constantly exchange information: (1) Gesture Identifier,
(2) Particle Manager, (3) Synchronizer, and (4) Renderer.
The Gesture Identifier recognizes gestures and sends mes-
sages to the Particle Manager, through the Synchronizer. The
Synchronizer is responsible for communication amongst the
other three system components. Upon receiving the messages,
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the Particle Manager changes the execution of the MIDI files
and sends information to the Renderer, so that it can display
the animation on the computer screen.
Fig. 10: System components.
V. EVALUATION
A. Specialist’s Impressions
A female conductor with 28 years of experience was invited
to test our system, evaluate it and give some insights. She had
never heard about or used the Leap Motion device before.
Initially, to simulate the steps taken by a typical conducting
student, an MP3 version of the song Bohemian Rhapsody
by Queen was played to familiarize the conductor with the
musical piece. The conductor spent a few minutes studying
the score, taking notes of the changes in time-signature, tempo,
and dynamics.
After a brief explanation of the system’s main function-
alities, a first test run was executed, where the conductor
simply tried to make the beat pattern gestures according to
the time-signatures on the score, while testing how wide the
conducting movements could be, in order to be successfully
captured by the Leap Motion Controller. A second test run
was then executed, focusing only on the selection of different
sections of the orchestra, following the melodic lines of the
song and doing cutoffs. Finally, the third and final test run
was performed by the conductor using both hands, focusing
on two important elements of musical expression: tempo and
dynamics.
The conductor was very pleased using the Leap Motion
Controller. During the first two training sessions, she noticed
that when using both hands at the same time, wide gestures
lost tracking. On her own initiative, looking at the animation
of particles displayed on the computer screen, she was able
to calibrate the amplitude of her gestures to fit in the device’s
tracking area. The conductor also gave a positive feedback
about the visual mapping of pitch, timbre, and volume, com-
menting that it is quite common for musicians the association
of pitch and color, and of volume and size.
In the very beginning, during the adaptation phase in using
a totally new input device and computer application, the
particle emitters seemed to cause some visual confusion to
the conductor. However, as soon as the conductor observed
more carefully the color pattern, she easily identified which
ones represented each section of the orchestra. The conductor
was even more convinced and satisfied when she used the left
hand to select specific sections.
Overall, the conductor impressions were positive, although
she also made some observations about the importance of
including other expressions in the application, such as artic-
ulations, which she believes that are also very important to
a conductor. This observation will contribute to improve the
design of our system and should be implemented in the future
as a new system functionality. The conductor also questioned
the developers about how a percussion instrument might be
represented on the computer screen, since some of them do
not have a defined pitch attribute on the score.
B. Tests and Results
Functional tests were also conducted to perform quantitative
analysis. The execution platform was an iMac (OS X version
Yosemite 10.10.2), processor 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5, 4GB
Memory 1333MHz DDR3, and graphics card AMD Radeon
HD 6750M 512MB. As already mentioned, an orchestral
arrangement for the song Bohemian Rhapsody was created for
six groups of instruments, focusing on the three conducting
beat patterns previously described. The Leap Motion device
was placed between the keyboard and the user, with the user’s
hands at a height of 10 to 20cm, calculated from the base of
the table.
A major challenge for anyone aiming to understand, com-
prehend and appreciate orchestral music is that its score is
not simple to understand and study, since the symbols may
represent different notes, according to the instrument for which
they are written. Among the instruments we have chosen to
represent the string section (Violins, Violas and Cellos), we
can observe that each one of them has a different clef. A clef
is a symbol placed on one of the lines at the beginning of
the stave to indicate which note is on that line, thus serving
as a reference point from which the notes on any other line
or space of the stave may be determined [19]. Violins are
written in the treble clef or G-clef, Violas use the alto clef or
C-clef, and Cellos use the bass clef or F-clef. This situation
is shown in the tests performed on the section highlighted in
Figure 11: The 2nd Violins and Cellos have the same marking
on the stave, however, they emit different notes because their
different clefs, which makes the 2nd Violins to emit yellow
particles, and the Cellos, purple ones.
In addition, the instruments chosen to represent the wood
and brass sections, respectively, the Clarinet in B[ and the
Horns in F, present an even greater challenge (even for
professional musicians): they are transposing instruments. It
means, for example, that when performing a C note, the
sound produced will not be of this note because it will be
transposed according to the characteristic of each one of these
instruments. During the simulation tests shown in Figure 11,
the selected frame of the animation illustrates the following
instruments: 2nd Violins and Horns in F, with transmitters
emitting particles of the same color, and emitting the same
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sound, despite their notes in the score being different, and the
clef, the same.
The decision to map the pitch of the musical notes as
particle colors was motivated by these challenging features,
since it is much simpler to identify that different instruments
are emitting the same sound by seeing that their particles
have the same color, than by analyzing the notes written
on the score, with their different clefs, and possibilities of
transposition.
In music, dynamics usually refers to the loudness of the
notes. These dynamic indications on the score are relative, not
absolute, since they do not indicate an exact level of volume
(just that a note or phrase should be louder or quieter that the
previous executed notes). Interpretations of dynamic levels are
left mostly to the conductor. Therefore, it is the conductor’s
job to set the shape of the sounds produced by the instruments
played by the musicians of the orchestra, taking into account
the dynamic instruction set by the composer in the score,
and the personal desire to create a different interpretation on
specific musical moments of the performance.
Fig. 11: Animation of the particle emitters, controlled by the
Leap Motion: mapping of pitch from MIDI.
The dynamics is commonly associated with the amplitude of
the conductor’s movement, in which larger and wider shapes
represent stronger sounds, requiring the musicians to observe
the movements that the conductor performs, so that they can
follow it accordingly.
In Figure 12, there are two images that capture the same
musical moment, however, during two different simulation test
runs: the difference in particle size displayed at the top and
bottom of Figure 12 is directly related to the amplitude of the
quaternary compass movement performed by the conductor,
captured by the Leap Motion and mapped on the computer
Fig. 12: Animation of the particle emitters, controlled by the
Leap Motion: amplitude of the conductor’s movement and the
associated dynamics.
screen. The second test run differs from the first one, since
the conductor aimed at conducting the orchestra by generating
a louder sound, increasing the size of the conducting pattern.
Consequently, the particles behaved exactly like a musician,
following the conductor’s instructions, thereby increasing their
sizes. It is also important to note that the emitters representing
the 2nd Violin in both images of Figure 12 produce particles
larger than those of other emitters. This is because there is
a dynamic attribute in the 2nd Violin score for this piece of
music. Thus, both the dynamic indication input of the MIDI,
and the conductor’s gestural input are obeyed, showing that
they are not mutually exclusive.
For the right hand tests, regarding false positives (FP),
false negatives (FN), positional and latency deviations, three
different segments of the piece were analyzed, each one
composed of six measures.
In particular, the song is highly unusual for a popular piece
in that it features no chorus, and the musical format of writing
changes in style, tone and tempo throughout the execution. The
frequent shifts in tempo and in rhythmic character, from one
section of a composition to the next, proved to be a challenge
because this song has two types of time signatures: Simple
Time and Compound Time. The Simple Time signatures are
2/4, 3/4, and 4/4, that is, respectively, the binary, ternary,
and quaternary beat patterns mapped by the Leap Motion.
In these fractions, the numerators indicate how many beats
exist per measure, and the denominator equals to 4 means
that a quarter note is the unit of measurement, representing
one beat. The Compound Time signatures are 6/8 and 12/8.
The denominator equals to 8 indicates that an eighth note is
the unit of measurement. In essence, the 6/8 and the 12/8
are compound forms of the 2/4 and 4/4 patterns, respectively,
which means that when a song has a fast tempo, like the
Bohemian Rhapsody, the number of beats is far too many to
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be represented as individual gestures. Thus, the patterns for
the simple time signatures should be used [16], that is, each
movement on a pattern will represent more than one beat.
Therefore, the first selected segment is the intro of the song
composed of six bars: the first two are four-beat patterns,
followed by one bar in two-beat, one bar in three-beat, and
another two bars in four-beat. The second segment was chosen
from the beginning of the operatic section, because while
the underlying pulse of the song is maintained, the dynamics
varies greatly from bar to bar, with the first three bars in four-
beat, followed by one bar in two-beat, and ending with two
bars in four-beat. The third segment was selected to verify
how the particle system would behave with compound time
signatures, with the first three bars in 12/8, conducting with
four-beat pattern, followed by one bar in 6/8 with two-beat,
and ending with two bars 12/8 in four-beat.
To identify the success rate in the captured gestures, each
of the three sections of the song was performed 10 times.
The simulation tests were done with the aid of an electronic
metronome (a regular device that produces pulses of duration),
to maintain a constant tempo, regardless of the gestures
performed on a metric of 72 beats per minute. We found
three distinct situations for the right hand, along the orchestral
performance: successfully recognized gesture, False Positive
(FP) and False Negative (FN), as shown in Table I.
Every time a gesture was successfully recognized, the
particle system and the system’s audio output reacted as
we have expected, regarding the dynamics and tempo. The
occurrences of FP, in which the executed gesture was identified
by the system as valid, although not being the one intended
by the user, resulted in dynamics and tempo changes, altering
the particles and audio output. With regard to dynamics, the
occurrence of FN (every time the system failed to recognize
the executed gesture as binary, ternary, or quaternary) resulted
in the particles and audio output behaving only according to
the MIDI input. The tempo of the execution was not affected
by FN, since its value is stored and can only be modified by
a valid gesture.
FN happened at least once, for each run segment, regardless
of the type of gesture, in 40% of the tests. Considering the
total of gestures performed in all tests and disregarding the
type of gesture, we found that the incidence rate of FN was
13.33% for Segments 1 and 3, and 16.66% for Segment 2.
Observing the number of FN per beat pattern, we conclude
that more complex gestures (composed of more movements)
cause a higher incidence of FN. We also noted, through the
analysis of Segment 1, that the change of beat patterns in the
same segment does not imply a higher incidence of FN.
FP occurred at least once, in 10%, 40%, and 20% of the
executions of Segments 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Considering
the total of gestures performed in all tests and disregarding
the type of gesture, the incidence rate of FP was only 1.66%,
6.66%, and 3.33% for Segments 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
When observing the number of FP by gesture, the four-beat
pattern showed a higher incidence, followed by the two-beat
pattern. In addition, when analyzing Segment 2, we conclude
TABLE I
SUCCESSFULLY RECOGNIZED GESTURES, FALSE POSITIVES (FP) AND
FALSE NEGATIVES (FN) FOR THE RIGHT HAND.
Segment 1
Q Q B T Q Q
Run1 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run2 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run3 3 3 3 3 FP 3
Run4 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run5 3 3 FN 3 3 3
Run6 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run7 FN 3 3 3 3 3
Run8 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run9 FN 3 3 3 3 3
Run10 3 FN 3 3 3 3
Segment 2
Q Q Q B Q Q
Run1 3 3 FN 3 3 3
Run2 3 3 3 3 FP 3
Run3 3 FN FN 3 3 3
Run4 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run5 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run6 3 FN 3 3 FP 3
Run7 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run8 3 FP 3 3 3 3
Run9 3 3 3 3 FN 3
Run10 3 3 3 FP 3 3
Segment 3
CQ CQ CQ CB CQ CQ
Run1 3 FN FP 3 3 3
Run2 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run4 3 3 3 3 FN 3
Run5 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run6 FN 3 3 3 3 3
Run7 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run8 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run9 3 FP 3 3 3 3
Run10 3 3 3 3 FN 3
that the change of gestures in the same segment does not imply
a higher incidence of FP.
Both Segments 2 and 3 test the same sequence of gestures,
however, they differ in tempo, since Segment 2 is quite faster
in the composition, and Segment 3 uses the same gestures
to conduct compound time signatures, which means that the
movements are slower because each one represents multiple
beats. Our results seem also to indicate a direct relation
between speed and the occurrence of both FP and FN.
For the left hand tests, a sequence of directions was es-
tablished, according to different cues in the musical piece,
following the melody from section to section, as follows: L,
B - 1st Violin, R,T - Viola, R, B - Cello, C, B - Clarinet, L,
T - 2nd Violin, C, T - Horn. This sequence of directions was
executed 10 times, and the occurrence of FN (when no section
was selected) and FP (when a section, different from the one
intended, was selected), is shown in Table II:
The occurrence of FN seems to happen predominantly when
changing directions in both x and y axes, as it only was
detected when changing from LB to RT; and of FP seems to
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TABLE II
SUCCESSFULLY SELECTED SECTIONS, FALSE POSITIVES (FP) AND FALSE
NEGATIVES (FN) FOR THE LEFT HAND.
Directions
LB RT RB CB LT CT
Run1 3 3 3 3 3 FP
Run2 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run3 3 FN 3 3 3 3
Run4 3 3 3 FP 3 3
Run5 3 FN 3 3 3 3
Run6 3 3 3 FP 3 3
Run7 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run8 3 3 3 3 3 3
Run9 FP 3 3 3 3 3
Run10 3 FN 3 3 3 3
be associated with a proximity in the x-axis, since it occurred
when changing from RB to CB and also from LT to CT.
To identify deviations between the positions of the regions
of expected gestures and the positions of gestures effectively
performed by the user (Figure 13), we considered one single
run of each three expected gestures (stored in the array
structure), along with the average of 3 perfect executions
(with a 100% of success rate) for each of the three gestures
performed by the user.
Fig. 13: Diagram of deviations between the positions of
expected and recognized gestures.
The existing deviations between the positions of the ex-
pected orchestral conducting gestures and the ones actually
performed by the user, can be classified according to a
threshold L: negligible when L <= 3; and small, when
3 <= L <= 6. In Figure 13, we can observe that the initial
and final positions of the three gestures actually performed
are very similar to the expected positions, with negligible
positional deviations (L <= 3). As for the intermediate
positions of the gestures, a larger variation was perceived, with
small positional deviations (3 <= L <= 6). In our system, the
classification of the positional deviations has no effect on the
gesture executed, since those deviations exist in conducting,
usually being signs of expressiveness, besides the fact that this
was not the object of study of our work.
As previously mentioned, the identification of gestures
(binary, ternary, and quaternary) is made from the analysis
Fig. 14: Latency between the recognized gestures using the
Leap Motion and the visualized gestures displayed in the
computer screen.
of an array data structure containing all the regions through
which the hand passed. In order to observe the latency between
the time spent to identify each of the three gestures and the
visual display on the computer screen (Figure 3), we tested
12, 14 and 15 movements with binary gestures, ternary and
quaternary, respectively, in such a way as to get 10 execution
runs with a 100% of hit rate. While performing these gestures,
we stored the time spent to identify them (from the vector
containing the hand positions) and the time spent to render
the particles on the computer screen, as shown in Figure 14.
In the worst scenario, the three gestures consumed a total time
(including recognition and rendering) of 37ms, a fairly small
value for a code in Java, enabling the perception of interactive
and synchronous rates, with the gestures captured with the
Leap Motion Controller.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We believe that visualizing a virtual orchestra, in the form
of a set of particles emitters, can assist conductors in cali-
brating their movements, particularly when controlling tempo,
multiple instruments and dynamics simultaneously.
We explored different forms of visual feedback in a musical
performance using three conducting gestures (binary, ternary
and quaternary) and one gesture for cutoff, generating a great
sense of immersion through gestural control using the Leap
Motion, in a simple effective way, and at an affordable cost.
Furthermore, the possibility of selecting one section of the
orchestra offered more freedom to explore new dynamics
within the musical execution of a piece.
In the executed tests, we demonstrated the possibility of
visually simulating different instruments that have the same
note on the score, however, play different sounds due to their
different clefs and, thus, emit particles with different colors.
Furthermore, our system simulated instruments emitting par-
ticles of the same color and sound, even though having the
same clef and different notes in the score, because of their
transposing musical characteristic. The relation between the
amplitude of the conductor’s movements with the right hand
and the resulting dynamics of the musical performance was
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also detected, both in the orchestra as a whole and with regard
to specific sections selected by the conductor’s left hand.
We also conducted performance analysis focusing on the
occurrence of FN, FP, positional deviations and latency. In
general, the success rate of our implemented solution in
gesture recognition was high. Nevertheless, we aim to improve
our results by testing new models of trajectories to represent
different conducting patterns. Gestures composed of more
complex movements generated a higher incidence of FN.
The quaternary gesture showed the highest incidence of FP,
followed by the binary gesture. Further, the change of gestures
in the same segment does not necessarily implied a higher
incidence of FN or FP.
With regard to positional deviations, they were almost
negligible in the initial and final positions of the gestures,
being slightly more remarkable, although still minimum, in
the intermediate positions of the curves that represent their
paths. The classification of positional deviation has no effect
on the performed gesture, since in conducting deviations are
signs of expressiveness, which is not the subject of this work.
The musical expressiveness concerns the relationship between
the articulation of the conductor’s gesture and its effect on
how a note is played. We designed all the conductor’s gestures
as non-espressivo or without articulation, following the beat
pattern without any variations.
Finally, we hope that this prototype can evolve into a sup-
port tool for conducting, through which different performances
of the same musical piece, or different pieces, might illustrate
refinements of conducting movements and their correlations
with the behavior of musical instruments. This can happen
through the exploration of new forms of gestural control,
providing a more natural connection between the gestural
input parameters and the resulting visual representation. An
implementation of our system using C++ is also planned
to verify whether it can offer any advantages and/or more
competitive results. Among other future possibilities, new
functionalities can be added to our system. For example, we
can map wrist movements of the right hand joint (such as
articulations), evaluate the best way to visually represent the
family of percussion instruments since most of them do not
have an indication of pitch, test a new Leap Motion left hand
calibration accuracy, enabling musical pieces written for larger
ensembles with more instruments, etc.
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